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SWEET SOUVENIRS
The origin of the idea

Our students had wanted to create a new and higher quality offer of a souvenir of Town Daruvar for some time.

The school cooperative ‘K.O.M.P.A.’ got the idea to create a product we could place on the market.
MINISTRY OF TOURISM

After the Ministry of Tourism advertised a public call: ‘Promotion and strengthening the competencies of vocations for tourism’, we realized that our ideas could be accomplished. To realize our idea we needed technical help regarding the equipment.

The headteachers of School of economics and tourism Daruvar and Technical school Daruvar agreed to cooperate. They filled in the application form and we were waiting for the results.

When the project was approved we started with our activities.
ACTIVITIES

The students in cookery departments together with the students in hotel departments created honey cookies and chocolate with the symbols of the town. A crane with the crown became the symbol on the honey cookie while Ginko biloba leaf became the symbol on chocolate. These symbols are also symbols on the school logo.
ACTIVITIES

Honey cookie got its name:
‘Honey cookie of Daruvar – cookie of life and happiness’
- Hexagonal shape of ‘honeycomb’ with a crane and a crown pressed in
And chocolate:
‘Čokodar – little big thing’
- Square shape with Ginko leaf in relief

We needed help of the students of Technical school Daruvar who created moulds for honey cookies, equipment for pressing in the crane and the crown on cookies and made wooden boxes for packaging.
ACTIVITIES OF TECHNICAL SCHOOL DARUVAR
RESULTS OF TECHNICAL SCHOOL DARUVAR
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After the students of Technical school had completed their tasks we were able to start honey cookie production:
ACTIVITIES OF SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND TOURISM DARUVAR

Honey cookies were to be produced. And what about chocolate? Chocolate mould creation and technology of chocolate pouring were complex.

Chocolate moulds were made of silicon for food industry and we needed help of an experienced person. First we made a mould from plaster, then 30 pieces of cast and eventually two sets of moulds with 30 pieces of chocolate.
CHOCOLATE MOULD CREATION
CHOCOLATE POURING
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Product packing was the last thing to do and we were ready for the market!
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We made a product declaration for honey cookies and chocolate:
PRESENTATION ON VINODAR 2014
WHAT NEXT?

• Public reaction was very positive and we received a lot of acclaim for the products’ look and quality
• We have been offered to present our results on some other events
• We have been offered to sell the souvenirs in Tourist board Daruvar Papuk, for Town Daruvar, the Hotel Mladimir, OPG Matej Kovačević ….
• The cooperation of school cooperatives of School of economics and tourism Daruvar and Technical school Daruvar is still going on
• We are very proud of our activities and success
THANK YOU FOR A GIVEN CHANCE TO PROVE OURSELVES